Abstract-We present a key frames selection algorithm based on three iso-content principles (Iso-Content Distance, Iso-Content Error and Iso-Content Distortion), so that the selected key frames are equidistant in video content according to the used principle. Two automatic approaches for defining the most appropriate number of key frames are proposed by exploiting supervised and unsupervised content criteria. Experimental results and the comparisons with existing methods from literature on large dataset of real-life video sequences illustrate the high performance of the proposed schemata.
difference from the previous key frame exceed a predefined threshold that is determined by the user. Three approaches for video summarization have been proposed in [6] . These approaches examine the temporal variation of the feature vector trajectory or minimize a cross-correlation criterion, so that the most uncorrelated frames in feature content domain are considered as the most appropriate key frames. Recently, dynamic programming techniques have been proposed in the literature, such as the MINMAX approach of [7] to extract the key frames of a video sequence. In this work, the problem is solved optimally in , where is related to the rate-distortion optimization. In [8] , a video is represented as a complete undirected graph and the normalized cut algorithm is carried out to globally and optimally partition the graph into video clusters. The resulting clusters form a directed temporal graph and a shortest path algorithm is proposed for video summarization.
Most of the above mentioned approaches address the video summarization problem focusing either on a restricted video content, ignoring temporal variation, minimizing metric criteria on feature domain, or applying simple clustering-based techniques. On the contrary, in this paper, video summarization is performed by the use of an innovative computational geometry algorithm [9] , which equally partitions the content curve of a video sequence resulting in key frames that are equivalent in the content domain under any type of video content description. We propose three general principles based on this algorithm that can be used in key frames selection. The main contribution of this work, is to address the problem of video summarization from different views, the proposed Iso-Distance, and Iso-Error principles, that take into account the equivalent property of the key frames under any type of content description. It holds that under Iso-Content Error and Iso-Content Distortion principles (see Sections II-B and II-C) the maximum frame distortion between the original sequence and its reconstruction is almost minimized, as the distortion is shared between all the segments (equal distortions). This type of criterion (maximum distortion minimization) is found to be a good metric that matches the subjective perception of the distortion [7] .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us assume a video shot of frames duration and that for each frame of the shot, several descriptors have been extracted and included in a vector. Let us denote as a set which includes all vectors of the sequence. Let be the number of the selected key frames and be the ith selected key frame under the normalized time space. In the proposed method, the first and the last key frame are selected as the first and the last frame of the shot sequence, that is . Therefore, the goal of the proposed method is to compute the remaining key frames , under the constraint that are equidistant in the sense of the used semimetric function [10] . That is,
where denotes the length of each equal chord. Therefore, the set of key frames are selected under any predefined content description having equivalent property on video content descriptors. The assumption of using the first and last frame of a shot as two starting key frames may not be appropriate when the shot segmentation failed. This could be caused due to factors such as fading. However, there are methods that can automatically recognize such effects improving the shot segmentation [11] .
A. Iso-Content Distance Principle
Under Iso-Content Distance principle, the content distances between two successive key frames should be equal. Thus, under the definition of Section II, we have to compute sequential key frames under the constraint: , where denotes the semimetric distance function. Several distances can be used, like Euclidean, Manhattan, , depending on content descriptors' space. If there are several solutions, the one with the maximum chord length is selected, since this solution is the best approximation of the content curve.
B. Iso-Content Error Principle
Under Iso-Content Error principle, the content error distances between two successive line segments of the polygonal curve produced by the linear interpolation of the successive key frames will be equal. Different error criteria have been proposed for polygonal approximation problems. One of the most used is the tolerance zone criterion [10] . Under this criterion, the error between the line segment and the corresponding (polygonal) subcurve of is defined as the maximum distance between the line segment and each point on the subcurve . Another frequently used error criterion is the local integral square error (LISE) [12] . Under this criterion, the error between the line segment and is defined as the sum of squared Euclidean distances from each vertex point of subcurve . The error under tolerance zone is independent from the number of frames between the successive key frames, while the LISE criterion depends on this number. Thus, under LISE criterion the key frames are usually more equally spaced in time than under tolerance zone criterion. Tolerance zone criterion is suitable for applications where the duration of the time intervals between the key frames can be entirely ignored. If there are several solutions, the one with the minimum error is selected.
C. Iso-Content Distortion Principle
Under Iso-Content Distortion principle, the distortions between two pairs of key frames, , should be equal. We consider the following definition for distortion: The distortion is defined as the sum of minimum content distances of the frames and the two successive key frames ,
This definition is similar with that of distortion used by Lee and Kim [4] and which is given by the following equation,
In (2), we have not used the breakpoints as in (3), since their meaning is included in the successive key frames. If we define the total distortion as the maximum of the corresponding distortions (as is defined by the term maximum frame distortion between the original sequence in [7] ), similar to the total polygonal error of Section II-B, then almost optimal solutions are achieved using the proposed schema. If there are several solutions, the one with the minimum distortion is selected.
III. KEY FRAMES SELECTION ALGORITHM
The straightforward implementation of the EP method provides directly key frames. The number of key frames can be given by the user or can be estimated automatically by terminating the EP algorithm when the estimated "distortion" exceeds a predefined error, similar with the problem of minimum number of segments # [10] . An important algorithm property is that the computation cost is independent of content curve dimension , that coincides with the feature vector space dimension. This means that it is independent of content descriptors selection.
The input of the proposed method is the number of key frames . In addition, it needs the values of symmetric matrix of distortions. The detailed description of the algorithm used can be found in [10] . It is an iterative method. Thus, when it is executed for segments, it uses the precomputed results for segments. In each iteration step , the algorithm computes the zero level curves by the . According to our analysis [9] , the equipartition problem (EP) always admits at least one solution.
The proposed method can be executed under any choice or combination of audio/visual content descriptors. However, the selected key frames are related with the used content description, so we have to choose appropriate descriptors. On this framework, we use MPEG-7 visual descriptors [13] , like the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD), a low cost and compact descriptor, which suffices to describe smoothly the changes in visual content (mainly color and motion variations) of a shot. We used the following semimetric function to measure the content distance of two CLDs, and , where represent the ith DCT coefficients of the respective color components.
IV. SELECTION OF THE KEY FRAME NUMBER
The selection of key frame number could be done by the user to fit his/her specific preferences and information needs. However, it is crucial to develop a mechanism able to automatically estimate the most appropriate number of key frames used in the summarization process. Two different approaches are proposed in this paper for the automatic calculation of . The first scheme exploits a supervised learning process, while the other is based on an unsupervised schema.
A. Supervised Approach
The supervised approach can be used under the three proposed principles. In particular, we initially compute the maximum content distance over a learning set of shots each of which is described using the adopted CLD descriptor of MPEG-7. This distance refers to the pair of shot frames whose distance is the maximum distance over all pairs of frames in the shot. The CLD descriptors are scale invariant, so we can compute the mean maximum shot content distance by averaging over the computed maximum content distances.
was estimated 589.98 getting the mean value of 200 shots.
The steps of the algorithm under Iso-Content Distance principle are described hereafter. The user gives a percentage of (e.g., %) instead of number . If the maximum shot content distance is lower than the given , then is set to 2, i.e., only the first and the last frame of the shot are selected as key frames. Otherwise, EP algorithm is iteratively executed computing in each iteration key frames and the estimated equal content distance . The algorithm terminates when the is less than . At the same time, the key frames are provided. Under Iso-Content Error or Iso-Content Distortion principles, the given should be normalized in order to be comparable with the content approximation errors . Parameter is closer to the human perception, as far as the visual content is concerned in contrast to the number , since it expresses the percentage of the expected maximum content variation. If the shot is rich in content, will be high, otherwise will be low, under a constant percentage of .
B. Unsupervised Approach
According to the unsupervised approach, is provided without any user interaction estimating if the selected key frames at iteration of the algorithm suffice to approximate the content curve.
Under Iso-Content Distance principle, the function [see (4) ] is a measurement of the distance between the content curve and the key frames approximation of the content curve using the key frames on level of EP algorithm.
In the case of is defined by . and are the and curve lengths, respectively. Thus, the best content description of is achieved by the set , when the two lengths are closer to each other.
Under Iso-Content Error principle and tolerance zone criterion, as we use directly the error of the polygonal approximation,
. Under Iso-Content Distortion and Iso-Content Error principle (LISE criterion), as we use the error of the polygonal approximation multiplied by the number of segments, . This is done since the error under LISE criterion is locally summed and the number of coefficients are inversely proportional to the number of segments or the level of EP algorithm.
is usually decreasing as increasing, . has characteristics of a convex function. We propose to select the appropriate level so that the numerical approximation of the second derivative of , is maximized. This is due to the fact that the second derivative expresses a measure of the curvature of the content curve.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experimental results of the proposed algorithm and comparisons to other algorithms are presented. We have tested the proposed algorithm on a data set consisting of more than 250 real life video sequences. The most of them are videos from athletic meetings, like pole vault, high jump, triple jump, long jump, running and hurdling. Moreover, we have used the widely known as MPEG test sequences like coast sequence, the table tennis sequence, hall monitor sequence, etc. The number of frames per shot were mainly varied between 200 and 500. Figs. 1, 2 , and 3 illustrate the sequences that we used in the article. A typical processing time for the execution of the proposed EP algorithm, when the shot contains 300 images (e.g., coast MPEG sequence) and , is 4 to 5 seconds depending on the used principle.
The results of the proposed schemata under several video sequences are presented hereafter. More specifically, in coast sequence (see Fig. 1 ) three key frames are extracted to represent the shot visual content. This number is obtained by the application of the algorithm described in Section IV-B and coincides with the number of phases involved in this scene. The selected key frames represent the coast sequence very well, showing three characteristics phases, the single black boat, the white black boat and both of them (Fig. 4) . Concerning an objective criterion, the proposed method is optimal in the sense of equal partition of video content curve under the used metric (e.g., polygonal approximation error, distance, distortion).
In the following, we compare the results obtained by the application of the proposed algorithm with other video summarization techniques presented in the literature. We have compared the proposed work with the MINMAX method [7] and a graph modeling approach [8] . In [7] , the reconstructed video sequence is obtained from the set of key frames, by substituting the missing frames with the most recent frame that belongs to set . According to MINMAX criterion, the set of key frames is selected in order to minimize the maximum frame distortion between the original sequence and its reconstruction (using the set of key frames). In [8] , scene change detection and video summarization is done by modeling the evolution of a video through a temporal graph. They employ a global criterion, normalized cut, to optimally decompose the graph into subgraphs (clusters). Ideally shots in a cluster will share similar video content after the partitioning. Finally, based on the sorted order of shots, they discard one subshot at a time until the desired skim ratio is reached in order to maintain the content balance. The key frames extracted for the foreman subshot sequence (150-249 frames) using MINMAX method with and the four proposed schemata are depicted in Fig. 5 . The MINMAX method does not give any key frame during the camera rotation, while its last two key frames have almost equal content.
The key frames extracted for the 140 shot of docon.mpg using a graph modeling approach [8] and the four proposed schemata are depicted in Fig. 6 . It holds that the key frames of the proposed schemata describe well the visual content showing the three characteristics phases of the sequence: the first hero, the second hero and the background, while the graph modeling approach misses the last one.
It should be mentioned that the adopted works that are used for comparisons are not the simpler summarization techniques but use some optimal criteria. We make such selection in order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme under arduous situations. The physical reason that leads our method to outperform the compared ones (in the experimental results) is due to the equal-distance selection process in content domain that is adopted in our work.
VI. CONCLUSION
Four key frames selection schemata are described based on equipartition problem. In any case, the key frames are equivalent on content video summarization. Each key frame has the same significance under the used principle. At the same time the maximum frame distortion between the original sequence and its reconstruction is almost minimized, which is a good metric that matches the subjective perception of the distortion. Concerning, the number of key frames, two automatic approaches are proposed each exploiting supervised or unsupervised content based criteria. The proposed method can be applied by any type of descriptors extracting the key frames without any changes on the proposed algorithm. In the framework of this work, we have used the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) of MPEG-7 standard to guarantee interoperability. Experimental results on a large data set of real-life video sequences have been conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed schemata. Comparisons with other optimal video summarization techniques indicate the high performance of the adopted method in relation to the compared ones.
A possible extension of the proposed methodology could solve the problem of video summarization (selection of key frames in a sequence of shots). First, we can compute the content change per shot, using the content distance function . Then we can estimate the number of key frames per shot, so that the ratio between number of key frames of shots, will be almost equal with the ratio of their content changes.
